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^!^^!, ^,,^'
Hon, BriariEllis, ^^^it, C,
Chairman,

Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs,
Legislative Council,
Parliament House,
PERTH,
W. A. 6000

o

Dear ^^It. . Ellis,

PETIONN0.81-PRESERVATIONOFWARRIJPFORESTBLOCK

in response to your letter of 30 June 2010, I attach my submission to assist the

Coriumittee inits preliminary investigations regardriig the above petition.
I would be pleased to provide you with any further infonnation required, includin

relevant references and citations for research and studies referred to in matters raised in
the submission.

Yours sincerely,

^.^

o

Russell H. Catomore,
Principal Petitioner

SUBMISSIONTOTHESTANDINGCOMMITTEEONENVIRONMENTANDPtIBLIC
AFFAIRS REGARDING THE ISSUES RAISED IN PETITION No. 81
PRESERVATIONOIFWARRUPli'ORESTBLOCK.

Forest agencies presently propose to intensiveIy log to gap and shelterwood 1520 I^ of high conservation

valuejarrah-marrifbrest in compartments 02, 06, 07 and 08 of Warmp block within the Greater Kingston
forest region over the period 20/02012( see attached Tnnp). Effoctively a form of clear felling, the
intensive logging proposed is a high risk land use in this landscape, likely to produce serious
environmental harm with metr. ievable damaging impacts to the diversity and quality of significant natirral

and cultLiral values expressed in these forests, as well as their contribution to the sustainability of the
environmental values of the Greater Kingston region, of which they are an integral part.
I. Biodiversity impact and risks Threatened fauna

The Greater Kingston forest region which includes Warmp is scientifically recognized as one of the few

significant remaining refuges for populations of rare, endemic and treatsned forest Tremulal species, of

which nine have been recorded in Warnip. However* many of these species are already at risk from a
range of environmental stresses and are in population decline. Three species, the woylie, the brush-tolled

o

phascogale and the red-tailed black cockatoo have had their threatened status increased since the resent

Forest Management Plan began in 2004. SGIentific research intrie Kingston area adjacent to Warup block

published in the past decade demonstrates local population losses and adverse nesting unpacts amon
treatened manirnal species such as the western ringtallpossum and the brusli-tailed phascogale, as well
as several bird species, following intensive logging. Recent published scientific literature notes the
continuing critical lack of data on breeding, reamitoient and population trends offbrest mammal and bird

species in south-west forests. For Warup, there is effectiveIy no pre-logging base survey data available
on threatened fauna populations and their distribution to Tenably evaluate intensive logging jin acts on
the occurrence, distribution and survival post-logging of threatened species in the block. The
Conservation Conunission has noted recently that the Fauna Distribution Information System used b
forest agencies for predicting fauna occurrence may not be able to generate an effective response to the
presence of threatened f^*uria in south-west forest areas, which clearly affects tireatened fauna in Warni
ifintensive logging occurs there.

2. Biodiversity impact and riskg Habitat and ecological processes

The coinparttrients proposed for intensive logging in Warnip collectively comprise the last extensive and
unreserved higli conservation value forest, selection logged only once pre 1970, remaining initie Greater

o

Kingston region. As an intact, unfi'agmented e>:panse of litgli qual, ty* diverse habitat with old growth
characteristics, this forested area is occupied by a wide suite of vertebrate and invertebrate ( including
Gondwamn ) species. Site evidence in previously intensiveIy logged parts of Warnip and analysis in

scientific papers clearly identify the abiding, pervasive high disturbance impacts of intensive logging

which penmanently simplify forest structural complexity and reduce bio-physical conditions available to

fauna. This involves extensive habitatloss in quality and quantity together with fragmentation of previous

habitat integrity which impact on faunal requirements for foraging, refuge, nesting, breeding, and
dispersal. A recent sciontific study in the region around Warrup found that the recovery, even survival, of
the western ringtail possum will depend on retention of little disturbed, intact mature landscapes which
have not been logged or subject to intensive logging. This implies a clear need for optirnal retention of
adequate mature dieback free habitat to ensure the flitore of this and other threatened mammal s Goies in

the region as well. The contiguous Warrup compartments listed for logging comently provide suchhabitat
with significant ecological connectivity advantages of a mature corridor which presently links old gowni
habitat areas in eastern and western Warrup (coinparntients 04 and 06) and can facilitate migration of
plants and antinals from the north and east to the south and west mresponse to emerging climate chari e

influences, considered to be long terni. Fragmentation from intensive logging will severely impair these

regional ecological benefits as would dieback spread intriese healthy forests, quarantined since 1977.

.

.

3. Water and hydrology impact and risk

Warnip's high conservation value forests of compartments 02, 06, 07 and 08 are located in a designated
dryland saliriity risk zone and a water quality recovery catchrrient. The planned logging presents stream
and groundwater saliriity risks of a potentially greater order of magnitude than previous logging episodes
in this region because of the spatial contiguity of the four coinpartrnents, the extensive geographical range
of logging, the variety of landscape forms and local catchment profiles affected and the compressed
logging time frame. Current mitigation measures for gi'owldwater and stream salinity protection in
forests are based on out of date data and have not been subject to review by experimental research for
twenty years, Warnip is in a transitional vegetation zone, a low rainfall area of highly seasonal stream

flows, declining rainfall and continuing climate change stresses on flora and filmia. For this landsca ,
hydrologicalregime change impacts on biodiversity, particularly riparinn biodiversity, have not yet been
comprehensively researehed to assess the mitigation value of the present configuration and width of
stream reserves in place for the lasttwo decades. Regeneration difficulties and long tenn soilcompaction
problems have been publicly reported as adverse impacts of intensive logging in jamalifbrests, the fonner
associated with diminished tree regrowth. Such environmental impacts may be haftier mugriified over

time by hydrologicalregime change associated with changing rainfallpattems of a warinirig climate.

o

4. Sustainability orc"It"ral heritage values

Warmp has a legacy of indigenous and non-indigenous cultural heritage, the latter including associations
and relict evidence from different historical phases of landscape use. The Wartup landscape has a number

of recorded indigenous archaeological sites notable for an inland forest region. A recent archaeological
survey in Warrup with the traditional Gustod^n has reinforced and extended the potential significance of
the reinalning intact Ingli conservation value forests in the Warnip landscape for indigenous cultural
heritage. However comprehensive identification, assessment and conservation of cultural evidence for

this heritage requires adequate further surveys of this landscape in its present condition, before
Impamnent to Its integrity by hig}I disturbance intensive logging in the four affected coinpartinents.

Effective long term protection of indigenous and non-indigenous cultural heritage values in Warup
requires initially a process of integrated landscape level assessment that coinpreherisively determines the

incidence and significance of this particular forest landscape's interrelated natural and cultural values,

b, :fore any processes occur involving management endorsement of land use that may be incompatibl^
with conservation of these values by diminishing their integrity and sustainability.
5. Sustainability by Reservation

o

When the Greater Kingston National Park was established in 2004, the high conservation value forests of
central and western Warnip were omitted from the national park whose southern extrenxity termimted in
Warnip 04. The interim reservation of the Kingston Faunn Habitat Zone in 2005 still provided no reserve
protection for most of these forests which linked the habitat zone with the isolated southern node of the

national park( see attached map). Now all of the unreserved forest providing ecological linkage and
habitat continuity between these two areas is scheduled for intensive logging. This will grossly fragment

the habitat integrity of these higli conservation forests, substantially diminishing their connectivity value
in Warrup and the region, severely compromise their natural and cultural values and diminish their legacy
values by rendering them unsuitable for inclusion in the national park over the long term from their
consequentially diminished structurel and biodiversity values. Given legislative and management plan

requirements that the conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity should be a
fundamental consideration in ecologicalIy sustainable forest management, the present availabitity of the
Warrup high conservation forests for intensive logging requires investigative review to examine their
suitability for a form of appropriate protection status from intensive logging, including consideration of
incorporation by reserve into the Greater Kingston National Park

This complaint has nor been taken to the Pornome"mop Commissionerfor Administrative Investigations.

I^^ ^"
Russell H. Catomore, Principal Petitioner, 28 July 2010

7 Webb Street, Cottesloe, W, A. 6011
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